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In October 2013, DCAS implemented a new citywide fleet management system, NYC Fleet Focus by AssetWorks re-

placing the previous MCMS system.  NYC Fleet Focus is now used by all fleet servicing agencies including DSNY, 

NYPD, FDNY, Parks, DOT, DEP, DOC, NYCHA, DOHMH, and DCAS.   

This week, we surpassed 1 million service work orders on the new system.  DSNY had the most with 525,000 followed 

by NYPD with close to 189,000 service orders.  The new fleet management system was designed to support inter-agency 

shared servicing of vehicles, with DSNY, NYPD, Parks, DCAS and 

DOT all providing repairs and fleet services to other agencies.   

NYC Fleet Focus is web-based and enables City mechanics to look 

up vehicles citywide, open work orders, and charge parts.  Over 

1,500 staff use Fleet Focus daily.  DCAS uses the service and work 

order information inputted by the agencies to produce a wide variety 

of daily and weekly performance reports including the daily fleet 

readiness report which is also posted on the Internet.   Fleet Focus is 

also used for our new CRASH reporting for City collisions, a func-

tionality developed specifically for NYC’s fleet operations.  

Thanks to everyone in all the agencies including our mechanics and 

service professionals who worked to make this inter-agency fleet 

system successful.   

CAR FREE NYC IS ON SATURDAY, APRIL 22                                    MAHANTH S. JOISHY 

Earth Day 2017 is officially on April 22nd.  Organizations around the world are planning to celebrate in many ways.  

Here in New York, DOT, NYC Council Transportation Chair Ydanis Rodriguez and other partners are leading an effort 

to encourage New Yorkers and visitors to go completely car free for sustainability, safety, and fitness.  A number of 

streets citywide, including Broadway from Times Square to Union Square, will be completely blocked off to traffic from 

10am to 4pm.  Citibike is also offering free rides. 

City fleet operators can do our part by pledging to stay out of vehicles for the day.  Like last year, we are asking all 50 

fleet agencies and offices to avoid any non-essential fleet use on Earth Day.  This year it falls on a weekend day.  Here 

are some examples of steps you can take on April 22nd to participate: 

1) Avoid driving personal vehicles or agency vehicles.  Take the subway or bus if you are traveling. 

2) Encourage your friends and family to also avoid driving. 

3) Instead of driving, you can walk, run, bike, or skate any-

where including on Broadway and other Car Free NYC 

corridors.   

4) Where possible, drive an electric plug-in unit (EV) if 

driving cannot be avoided. 

5) If all of the above aren’t possible,  look to carpool for 

the day. 

Let’s all work together to make this the best Car Free NYC 

ever and spread the word.  Please also go to 
www.carfreeday.nyc for more information.  

http://www.carfreeday.nyc/

